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Abstract—In manufacturing, unexpected failures are considered a primary operational risk, as they can hinder productivity
and can incur huge losses. State-of-the-art Prognostics and Health
Management (PHM) systems incorporate Deep Learning (DL)
algorithms and Internet of Things (IoT) devices to ascertain
the health status of equipment, and thus reduce the downtime,
maintenance cost and increase the productivity. Unfortunately,
IoT sensors and DL algorithms, both are vulnerable to cyber
attacks, and hence pose a significant threat to PHM systems. In
this paper, we adopt the adversarial example crafting techniques
from the computer vision domain and apply them to the PHM
domain. Specifically, we craft adversarial examples using the
Fast Gradient Sign Method (FGSM) and Basic Iterative Method
(BIM) and apply them on the Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM),
Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU), and Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN) based PHM models. We evaluate the impact of adversarial
attacks using NASA’s turbofan engine dataset. The obtained
results show that all the evaluated PHM models are vulnerable
to adversarial attacks and can cause a serious defect in the
remaining useful life estimation. The obtained results also show
that the crafted adversarial examples are highly transferable and
may cause significant damages to PHM systems.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The advent of Industry 4.0 in automation and data exchange
leads us toward a constant evolution in smart manufacturing
environments, including an intensive utilization of Internetof-Things (IoT) and Deep Learning (DL). Specifically, the
state-of-the-art Prognostics and Health Management (PHM)
[1] has shown great success in achieving a competitive edge in
Industry 4.0 by reducing the maintenance cost, downtime and
increasing the productivity by making data-driven informed
decisions. For instance, modern PHM techniques can help
reduce downtime by 35%-45%, maintenance cost by 20%25%, and can increase production by 20%-25% [2]. The ability
to sense changes in the physical world (such as temperature,
vibration, pressure, etc.) using IoT sensors, and to analyze
the sensed data using the state-of-the-art DL algorithms for
different prognostic tasks such as the Remaining Useful Life
(RUL) prediction has enabled a highly reliable and costefficient industrial automation framework. Unfortunately, IoT
sensors are also known for their vulnerability to cyber attacks [3], [4], and DL algorithms can also be easily fooled by
adversarial examples [5]. From the perspective of computer
vision, an adversarial example can be an image formed by
making small perturbations (insignificant to the human eye)
so that a classifier misclassifies it with high confidence. The

highly-connected IoT sensors and DL utilized in PHM systems
tend to inherit their respective vulnerabilities, thus making
them a lucrative target for cyber-attackers [6]. According to
a recent report from the Malwarebytes, cyber-threats against
businesses/factories have increased by more than 200% over
the past year [7]. Another interesting fact is that the adversarial
examples can often transfer from one model to another model,
which means that it is possible to attack models to which the
attacker does not have access [5]. Such adversarial attacks have
been extensively studied in the computer vision domain [8].
Even though advanced data-driven PHM depends on DL, it is
very surprising that the impact of adversarial attacks on the
PHM domain has not been studied yet.
In manufacturing, adversarial attacks can lead to a wrong
prognostic decision, e.g., a wrong estimation of RUL can
delay the maintenance of a machine leading to unexpected
failures. Such unexpected failures are considered a primary
operational risk, as they can hinder productivity and can
incur a huge loss. For example, in the modern automotive
industry, an assembly line has several robots working on a
car, and if even one robot fails, it will result in the halt of the
entire assembly line, causing loss of valuable production time
and increased production cost. In another situation, a wrong
prognostic prediction in an operating autonomous vehicle, or
aircraft may lead to loss of human lives. Thus, even though the
utilization of IoT and ML is revolutionizing the smart industry,
the vulnerabilities related to IoT and ML possesses a great
challenge for Industry 4.0.
Contribution. In our previous work [9], we showed that even
a very small amount of randomly generated noise injected to
the IoT sensors can greatly defect the RUL estimation. In this
paper, we go beyond the concept of randomly generated noise
for PHM. We adopt adversarial attacks from the computer
vision domain, formalize them, craft adversarial examples
for the PHM domain, and perform a quantitative analysis of
their impacts. To be specific, we use the Fast Gradient Sign
Method (FGSM) [10] and Basic Iterative Method (BIM) [11]
to craft adversarial examples for Long Short-Term Memory
(LSTM) [12], Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) [13], and Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) [14] based PHM models.
We perform an empirical study of adversarial attacks in reallife scenarios using NASA’s C-MAPSS dataset [15]. We also
perform a comprehensive study of the transferability property
of adversarial examples in DL-based PHM models. To the
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Fig. 1: PHM cloud-edge architecture and threat model
knowledge of the authors, this is the first work that shows the
impact of adversarial attacks on DL enabled PHM systems.
Paper organization. The rest of the paper is organized as
follows. Section II gives an overview of IoT and DL enabled
PHM architectures and their associate threats. Section III
formalizes adversarial attacks on the DL-based prognostics
and presents the algorithms for crafting FGSM and BIM
adversarial examples. Section IV presents the experimental
results showing the impact of adversarial examples on a PHM
case study. Finally, Section V concludes the paper.
II. BACKGROUND
In this section, we present an overview of IoT and DL
enabled PHM architectures and their associate threats.
A. Internet of Things (IoT) and deep learning in prognostics
Prognostics and Health Management (PHM) has gained a
lot of attention in recent years for intelligent manufacturing
in the context of Industry 4.0 [16]. The state-of-the-art PHM
incorporates both IoT devices for sensing [1], and machine
learning algorithms for analyzing the sensed data, and thus
making a way for smart analytics to predict the future state of
equipment. The equipment monitoring system includes input
from IoT sensors that measure different parameters, such as
pressure, temperature, speed, vibration, etc. Employing these
IoT sensors eliminates the requirement for manual inspection/analysis, and hence the operating condition of equipment
can be monitored using automated PHM systems. In PHM,
Remaining Useful Lifetime (RUL) indicates the amount of
time left before a piece of equipment or machine fails or
degrades to a point at which it cannot perform its intended
function anymore. Indeed, it is important to have an accurate
RUL estimation since an early prediction may result in overmaintenance and a late prediction could lead to catastrophic
failures. From a machine learning perspective, the prognostic
is a regression problem, as the target value (RUL) is in the real
domain. Thus, an RUL estimation involves learning a function
that maps the condition of machines to its RUL estimates.
In the era of big data, an efficient way to analyze the
huge amount of data is crucial. Deep learning (DL) provides
a complementary approach for analyzing data obtained from

IoT devices to provide accurate insights by identifying failure
signatures, profiles, and providing an actionable prediction of
failure through RUL estimation [16], [17]. DL algorithms,
especially LSTM, GRU, and CNN have shown great success
in prognostics tasks [18]–[23]. Fig.1 shows an overview of
an IoT and DL enabled cloud-edge architecture, divided into
physical, edge, cloud, and visualization layer [24], and also a
potential attack scenario. The physical layer involves several
IoT sensors nodes, which collect different sensor measurements from equipment. The data from the sensor nodes are
sent to the edge for processing. The edge layer pre-process the
data for passing to the next cloud layer for training/re-training
purposes. The edge layer also has a pre-trained deep learning
model to predict the future health state of the equipment.
The cloud layer performs in-depth analysis and also performs
training/re-training of the DL models on the newly arrived data
from the edge layer. After the re-training, the re-trained DL
model is sent back to the edge layer for improved accuracy of
the machine’s health state prediction. The visualization layer
uses the data collected from the field, along with the results
from the PHM model, and provides a visual representation of
actionable insights to an engineer.
B. Vulnerabilities PHM systems
Attacks on IoT sensors: IoT devices and deep learning have
paved the way for smart analytics, however, their vulnerabilities also create new means of attacks. As mentioned earlier, in
the PHM context, IoT sensors collect a variety of parameters
including temperature, pressure, speed, vibration, etc., which
is then transmitted via a network (in many cases using a
wireless network) to a centralized processing unit to make
informed decisions. The data collected from the sensors greatly
influence the prognostics and maintenance related decisions.
Even if the network is secured, any attacks on the sensors
or the infrastructure could result in incorrect decisions and
would result in a considerable impact on the performance of
the PHM system [25], [26]. For instance, attackers can use the
sensors to transfer malicious code, trigger messages to activate
a malware planted in an IoT device [27], capture sensitive
information shared between devices [3], [28], or even capture
encryption and depreciation keys for extracting encrypted
information [29]. Understanding these sensor-based threats is
necessary for researchers to design reliable solutions to detect
and prevent these threats efficiently. As a result, IoT sensorbased threats have gained a lot of attention from researchers
in academia and in industry [25], [26], [30]. Unfortunately,
most of the existing IoT security frameworks are not suitable
for detecting sensor-based threats at the system level [4].
IoT sensors are typically small and hence they limited by
power and resource constraints. This is indeed an obstacle
for implementing the complicated security mechanisms on
IoT sensors and devices. Note, sensor attacks detection and
mitigation is also an active research problem in the cyberphysical system domain [31], [32]. However, in the context of
industrial automation, how attacks on IoT sensors influence

ML algorithms for making incorrect decisions is yet to be
explored in detail.
Adversarial attacks on deep learning: In addition to IoT
attacks, the performance of a PHM system can also be
considerably affected by orchestrated security attacks on DL
algorithms. The study of the effect of adversarial attacks on
machine learning techniques is known as adversarial machine
learning, and is one of the most active research topics in
the deep learning community [33]. In [5], [11], [34], the
authors have shown how adversarial examples can be used
for deep learning algorithms to make a wrong classification.
Since attacks on DL algorithms may have catastrophic consequences, their detection and mitigation have been explored
in many recent literature [35], [36]. However, most of them
are venerable to future attacks [37]. For instance, in [38],
[39], the authors explored the adversarial training technique
to mitigate the adversarial attacks. Adversarial training injects
adversarial examples into training data to increase robustness.
Unfortunately, later on, researchers found the adversarial training technique to be inefficient for mitigating those attacks [40].
A detailed survey of proposed defenses in the adversarial ML
domain can be found in [41]. Even though adversarial machine
learning is an active research area, most of the works in this
area are limited to the computer vision domain or its variants.
The effect of adversarial attacks in other domains, such as
regression tasks for PHM is not yet explored. In our work, we
study the impact of adversarial attacks on DL based regression
models for PHM.
PHM attack scenarios: Let us consider an attack scenario as
shown in the Fig. 1. An adversary can either compromise the
physical sensors or the communication network used between
IoT sensor nodes and the edge. If successful, an adversary can
capture the sensor data, crafting adversarial examples for the
captured data, and inject the crafted adversarial examples into
the PHM system through a False Data Injection (FDI) [42]
attack. Indeed, the cloud layer also has its vulnerabilities [43],
however, typically third-party cloud services such as AWS,
Azure, etc. have their security measures [44], [45] which
makes them less vulnerable when compared to the physical
and edge layer.
III. A DVERSARIAL ATTACKS ON P ROGNOSTICS
In this section, we formalize the adversarial attacks in the
PHM domain and present the adversarial example generation
algorithms.
A. Formalization of the problem
A machine or a piece of equipment in a PHM system
has several sensors that record different parameters. These
sensor measurements are recorded at every time step and hence
constitute for multivariate time-series data [46].
Definition 1: Let M be a multivariate time-series (MTS).
Assuming there are N sensors in an equipment, the multivariate time-series can be defined as a sequence such that
M = [m1 , m2 , ..., mT ], T =| M | is the length of M , and

Algorithm 1: FGSM algorithm for PHM
Input
: Original multivariate time series M from
an equipment and its corresponding label
ˆL
RU
Output : Perturbed multivariate time series M 0
Parameter: 
ˆ L));
η =  · sign(Om Jf (M, RU
0
M = M + η;
Algorithm 2: BIM algorithm for PHM
Input
: Original multivariate time series M from
an equipment and its corresponding label
ˆL
RU
Output : Perturbed multivariate time series M 0
Parameter: I, , α
M0 ← M;
while i = 1 ≤ I do
ˆ L));
η = α · sign(Om Jf (M 0 , RU
M 0 = M 0 + η;
M 0 = min{M + , max{M − , M 0 }};
i + +;
end

mi ∈ RN is a N dimension data point at time i ∈ [1, T ]
representing the sensor measurements.
Definition 2: D = (m1 , RU L1 ), (m2 , RU L2 ), ..., (mT , RU LT )
is the dataset of pairs (mi , RU Li ) where RU Li is a label
(RUL value at that time instant) corresponding to mi .
Definition 3: Time series regression task consists of training
ˆ L from the possible
the model on D in order to predict RU
T ×N
ˆ
inputs. Let f (·) : R
→ RU L represent a DL for
regression. Jf (·, ·) denotes the cost function of the model f .
Definition 4: M 0 denotes the adversarial example, a perturbed
ˆ L 6= RU
ˆ L0 and kM − M 0 k ≤ .
version of M such that RU
where  ≥ 0 ∈ R is a maximum perturbation magnitude.
Given a trained DL model f and an input MTS M ,
crafting an adversarial example M 0 can be described as a boxconstrained optimization problem.
min
kM 0 − M k s.t.
0
M

ˆ L0 , f (M ) = RU
ˆ L and RU
ˆ L 6= RU
ˆ L0
f (M ) = RU
0

B. Adversarial example generation for PHM
We craft adversarial examples (M 0 ) that defect the RUL
predictions by increasing the cost of the model. In this work,
we adopt and apply two adversarial example generation
algorithms, Fast Gradient Sign Method (FGSM) [10] and
Basic Iterative Method (BIM) [11].
Fast Gradient Sign Method (FGSM): The FGSM was first
proposed in [10] to generate adversarial images to fool the
GoogLeNet model. The FGSM works by using the gradients
of the neural network to create an adversarial example. This
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Fig. 2: Performance comparison of deep learning algorithms
attack is also known as the one-shot method as the adversarial
perturbation is generated by a single step computation. The
attack is based on a one-step gradient update along the
direction of the gradient’s sign at each time step. This can
be summarised using the following expression:
ˆ L))
η =  · sign(Om Jf (M, RU

(1)

Here, Jf is the cost function of model f , Om indicates the
gradient of the model with respect to the original MTS M
ˆ L,  denotes the hyper-parameter
with the correct label RU
which controls the amplitude of the perturbation and M 0 is
adversarial MTS. Algorithm 1 shows different steps of the
FGSM attack.
Basic Iterative Method (BIM): The BIM [11] is an extension
of FGSM. In BIM, FGSM is applied multiple times with
small step size, and clipping is performed after each step
to ensure that they are in the range [M − , M + ] i.e.
 − neighbourhood of the original time series M . BIM is
also known as Iterative-FGSM since FGSM is iterated with
smaller step sizes. The adversarial examples generated through
BIM are closer to the original input as perturbations are
added iteratively and hence have a greater chance of fooling
the network. Algorithm 2 shows different steps of the BIM
attack. The algorithm requires three hyperparameters: 1. the
per step small perturbation (α); 2. the amount of maximum
perturbation () and 3. the number of iterations (I). Here,
the value of α is calculated using α = /I. Note, BIM
does not rely on the approximation of the model, and the
adversarial examples crafted through BIM are closer to the
original samples when compared to FGSM. This is because
the perturbations are added iteratively and hence have a better
chance of fooling the network. However, compared to FGSM,
BIM is computationally more expensive and slower.
IV. E XPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we evaluate adversarial attacks by performing a case study. At first, we evaluate the performance
of three PHM DL models without adversarial attacks and
then apply the adversarial attacks to evaluate the impact on
those models. We also evaluate the transferability property of
adversarial attacks. For the sake of reproducibility and to allow

Fig. 3: Normalized sensor measurements
the research community to build on our findings, the artifacts
(source code, datasets, etc.) of the following experiments are
publicly available on our GitHub repository1 .
A. Deep learning models for the turbofan engine case study
In this work, we perform a PHM case study using an
aircraft Predictive Maintenance (PdM) [47] system. We use
NASA’s turbofan C-MAPSS [15] (Commercial Modular AeroPropulsion System Simulation) dataset. This dataset includes
21 sensors data with a different number of operating conditions
and fault conditions. More details about these 21 sensors
can be found in [15]. We use the FD001 sub-dataset from
the dataset for our experiments. We use three DL models,
specifically, LSTM, GRU, and CNN for predicting the RUL
of the aircraft engines as they are known for their applicability
in the PdM domain [48]–[50]. Note, at a time instant, if a
piece of equipment has data available for the past N time
cycles, then we use these data to predict the RUL at the
N +1 time cycle. Fig. 2 shows the performance comparison of
DL models with architectures LSTM(100,100,100,100) lh(80),
GRU(100,100,100) lh(80), and CNN(64,64,64,64) lh(100).
The notation LSTM(100,100,100,100) refers to a network that
has 100 nodes in the hidden layers of the first, second, third,
and fourth LSTM layers, and a sequence length of 80. In
the end, there is a 1-dimensional output layer. From Fig. 2
it is evident that GRU(100, 100, 100) with a sequence length
1 https://github.com/dependable-cps/AdversarialAttack-PHM
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Fig. 4: FGSM ( = 0.3) attack signature for sensor 2 of engine ID 49
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Fig. 5: BIM (α = 0.003,  = 0.3, and I = 100) attack signature for sensor 2 of engine ID 49
80 provides the most accurate prediction among these three
models with the least Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) of
7.62.
B. Threat model for the turbofan engine PdM
Before proceeding to the results, we describe the threat
model for the turbofan engine PdM case study as follows.
Attack objective: The objective of the attacker is to trigger
either an early or delayed maintenance. An early, or in other
words unnecessary maintenance can result in flight downtime
and unnecessary maintenance, both of which lead to a loss of
flight time, loss of human effort, loss of resources, and also
incurs an extra maintenance cost. On the other hand, delayed
maintenance may lead to an engine failure which might cause
the loss of human lives in the worst case.
Attack surface: In this work, we consider both, the whitebox and black-box attacks. The results of the black-box
attack are demonstrated through the transferability property
of the adversarial examples [51]. In the white-box attack, the
adversary has access to the data and internal parameters of
the DL model. In the case of aircraft predictive maintenance,
the attacker can have access to the sensor data by exploiting
controlled area network (CAN) bus systems aboard aircraft.
The ICS-CERT published an alert on certain CAN bus systems
on-board certain aircraft that might be vulnerable to cyberthreats. In this alert, an attacker with access to the aircraft
could attach a malicious device to avionics CAN bus to record
and inject false data. This may result in incorrect readings in an

avionic equipment [52]. This alert explores the possibility of
capturing sensor measurements, crafting adversarial examples
using the captured data, and injecting the crafted adversarial
examples back into the system.
Attack scenario: We consider an attack scenario where the
adversary has access to the aircraft and could attach a device
to avionics CAN bus [52] as mentioned in attack surface. The
device attached to the CAN bus can record and manipulate
the data. Considering a piece of equipment having N time
cycles and the data is transmitted through CAN to the PdM
system. The DL model in the PdM system is trained to predict
the RUL at the N + 1 time cycles using the data of previous
N time cycles. An adversary having this knowledge can craft
adversarial examples using the data of N time cycles to defect
the RUL prediction of N + 1 time cycle. Once the adversarial
examples are crafted, the adversary can inject these input
values back to the PHM system through FDI attacks.
Attack signatures: As mentioned earlier, the FD001 subdataset has 100 engines, each of which has 21 sensors. Note,
7 out of these 21 engines can be ignored since their measurements remain constant. For the rest of the 14 sensors, we used
the normalization technique to convert the raw sensory data
into a normalized scale. Fig. 3 shows a 3-D representation of
the sensor data from engine ID 49 for 300 time cycles. We
use the resultant normalized dataset to generate adversarial
examples using FGSM and BIM. For illustration, Fig. 4 and
Fig. 5 shows examples of a perturbed data from sensor 2

of engine ID 49 crafted using FGSM (with  = 0.3) and
BIM (with α = 0.003,  = 0.3 and I = 100), respectively.
From Fig. 5 it can be observed that the BIM attack generates
adversarial examples that are closer to the input. We choose
 = 0.3 for both FGSM and BIM attacks to make sure that
the crafted adversarial examples are stealthy. Such stealthy
attacks often fall within the boundary conditions of the sensor
measurements, and hence they are indeed hard to detect using
the common attack detection mechanisms.
C. Impact of adversarial attacks on turbofan engine PdM
To analyze the impact of untargeted attacks, we create a
subset of test data from FD001 in which each engine has
at least 150 time cycles of data. This gives us 37 engines
in the FD001 dataset. This is done since engines more time
cycles data helps the DL models to make more accurate RUL
predictions. This gives us 37 engines in the FD001 dataset.
The resultant dataset is re-evaluated using the LSTM, CNN,
and GRU-based PHM models and the obtained RMSEs are
5.83, 7.92, and 5.77, respectively.
To analyze the impact of FGSM and BIM attacks on the CMAPSS, we craft adversarial examples using Algorithm 1 and
Algorithm 2 and apply them on the DL models. From Fig. 6,
we observe that the FGSM attack (with  = 0.3) increases the
RMSE of CNN, LSTM and GRU models by 231%, 234%,
and 194%, respectively, when compared to the DL models
without attack. For the BIM attack (with α = 0.003,  = 0.3
and I = 100), we also observe the similar trend, that is the
RMSE for the CNN, LSTM and GRU model is increased by
394%, 451%, and 446%, respectively, when compared to the
DL models without attack. In all cases, as shown in Fig. 6,
the BIM attack results in a larger RMSE when compared to
the FGSM attack.
The FGSM and BIM attacks can cause an under-prediction
or over-prediction as mentioned in the attacker’s objective. For
instance, as shown in Fig. 6, the CNN model predicts the RUL
(without attack) of 125 (in hours) for engine ID 33 and 132
(in hours) for engine ID 4. After performing the FGSM and
BIM attacks for engine ID 9, the same CNN model predicts the
RUL (in hours) as 176 and 250, respectively. This represents a
14% and 20% increase in RUL after FGSM and BIM attacks.
For engine ID 4, the FGSM and BIM attacks result in RUL
of 97 and 78, respectively. This represents 26.51% and 40.9%
decrease in the predicted RUL after FGSM and BIM attacks.
An over-prediction, as shown in the first case, may cause
delayed maintenance, whereas an under-prediction, as shown
in the latter case may cause early maintenance, both of which
have catastrophic consequences.
To elucidate the impact of FGSM and BIM attacks on specific engine data, we first apply the piece-wise RUL prediction
(using the same DL models) for a single-engine (in this case
engine ID 17) and then apply the crafted adversarial examples.
The piece-wise RUL prediction gives a better visual representation of degradation (health status) in an aircraft engine.
Fig.7(a), Fig.7(b), and Fig.7(c) shows the piece-wise RUL
prediction using CNN, LSTM and GRU models, respectively,

at each time step. From Fig.7, it is evident that as the time
approaches towards the end of life, the predicted RUL (green
solid line) is closer to the true RUL (blue dashes). This is
because once the RUL predictions get more accurate with the
increasing amount of data.
Next, we craft adversarial examples using both FGSM and
BIM for that engine (engine ID 17), apply them for piece-wise
RUL prediction, and compare their impact, as shown in Fig.7.
We observe that the crafted adversarial examples have a strong
impact from the beginning of the RUL prediction on the CNN
model when compared to the LSTM and GRU models. The
piece-wise RUL prediction after the attack on the CNN model
follows the same trend of the piece-wise RUL without attack,
however, the attacked RUL values remain quite far from the
actual prediction. On the other hand, the impact of adversarial
attacks on the GRU model is interesting since we observe
that the RUL remains almost constant up to 104 time cycles
and 129 time cycles for FGSM and BIM attacks, respectively,
then starts decreasing. Such a phenomenon is deceiving in
nature as it indicates that the engine is quite healthy and
may influence a ‘no maintenance required’ decision by the
maintenance engineer. Once again, it is evident that the BIM
attack has a stronger impact on piece-wise RUL prediction
when compared to the FGSM attack.
Performance variation vs. the amount of perturbation: In
this part of the experiments, we explore the impact of the
amount of perturbation  on the GRU model performance in
terms of RMSE. We picked the GRU model as it showed the
best performance in predicting the RUL as shown in Fig. 2.
Note, the maximum permissible value of epsilon ( = 1.4)
[53]. The obtained result is shown in Fig. 8. We observe that
for the larger values of , the BIM attack results in higher
RMSE when compared to the FGSM. For instance, for  =
1.2, the FGSM attack results in an RMSE of 32.63, whereas
the BIM attack results in an RMSE of 53.67. This shows that
for the same value of , BIM can generate adversarial examples
impacting the RMSE approximately twice when compared to
the FGSM. This is due to the fact [11] that BIM adds a small
amount of perturbation α on each iteration whereas FGSM
adds the total amount of perturbation  on each data point.
Transferability of untargeted attacks: To evaluate the transferability of adversarial attacks, we apply the adversarial
examples crafted for a PHM model on the other PHM models
using the data of 37 engines as mentioned in the experimental
setup section. As mentioned earlier, such an attack is known as
the black box attack [54], where the attacker has no knowledge
of the target model’s internal parameters, but still cause a
considerable impact on the target model. The obtained results
are shown in Table I. The first column (DL models) of the
Table I represents the RMSE of the models without attack.
We observe that the FGSM and BIM adversarial examples
crafted for the CNN model gives a higher RMSE when
transferred to other DL models. Also, another interesting fact
that we observe is when transferred, adversarial examples
crafted using BIM results into a higher RMSE. For instance,
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Fig. 7: Piece-wise RUL prediction under FGSM ( = 0.3) and BIM (α = 0.003,  = 0.3, and I = 100) attack
TABLE I: Transferability of FGSM and BIM attacks. The
notation X/Y represents the RMSE after the FGSM/BIM attack
DL models
CNN (RMSE = 7.92)
LSTM (RMSE = 5.83)
GRU (RMSE = 5.77)

Fig. 8: RMSE variation with respect to the amount of perturbation () for FGSM and BIM attacks
the CNN-based PHM model has an RMSE of 7.92. When we
craft adversarial examples for the CNN model using FGSM
and BIM, and transfer to the GRU model, we observe that
BIM adversarial attack increases the RMSE almost two times
(24.12) when compared to the FGSM (12.23). Similar trend
is also observed for all other PHM models when adversarial
attacks are transferred.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduce adversarial attacks to the PHM
domain to reveal their vulnerabilities and show how they can
be used to defect the deep learning-enabled prognostic models.
We crafted adversarial examples using the FGSM and BIM

RMSEs after transfer
CNN
LSTM
GRU
17.76 / 28.45
12.23 / 24.12
18.23 / 31.13
11.33 / 18.65
16.22 / 30.45
10.89 / 19.52
-

algorithms for LSTM, GRU, and CNN based PHM models
using NASA’s turbofan engine case study. The obtained results
showed that the crafted adversarial examples that include very
small perturbation to the original sensor measurements can
cause serious defects to the remaining useful life estimation.
The BIM performed better in defecting the RUL with a smaller
perturbation when compared to the FGSM. We also observed
that adversarial examples crafted for CNN models are more
transferable to the other DL models when compared to the
LSTM and GRU. Our work is the first one to shed light
on the importance of defending such adversarial attacks in
the PHM domain. In the future, we would like to investigate
countermeasures techniques to mitigate the adversarial threats
to the PHM domain.
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